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Abstract—This paper presents a method for ESC based on
model predictive control (MPC) using the bicycle model with
lagged tire force to reflect the lagged characteristics of lateral
tire forces on the prediction model of the MPC problem for the
better description of the vehicle behaviour. In order to avoid the
computational burden in finding the optimal solution of the MPC
problem using the constrained optimal control theory, the desired
states and inputs as references are generated since the solution of
the MPC problem can be obtained easily in a closed form without
using numeric solvers using these reference values. The suggested
method controls the vehicle to follow the generated reference
values to maintain the vehicle yaw stability while the vehicle
turns as the driver intended. The superiority of the proposed
method is verified through comparisons with an ESC method
based on ordinary MPC in the simulation environments on both
high-μ and low-μ surfaces using the vehicle dynamics software
CarSim.

Index Terms—Electronic stability control (ESC), model pre-
dictive control (MPC), vehicle dynamics, vehicle yaw stability.

NOMENCLATURE

Cx Tire longitudinal stiffness parameter
Cα Tire lateral stiffness parameter
Cf Lumped cornering stiffness of front tires
Cr Lumped cornering stiffness of rear tires
μ Tire-road friction coefficient
Fz Tire normal force
Fx Tire longitudinal force
Fy f Front axle lateral tire force
Fyr Rear axle lateral tire force
δ f Average front steer angle
r Vehicle yaw rate
β Vehicle side slip angle
l f CG-front axle distance
lr CG-rear axle distance
Iz Vehicle yaw moment of inertia
m Vehicle mass
vx Vehicle longitudinal speed
vy Vehicle lateral speed
Re Tire effective radius
Mz Corrective yaw moment
N Prediction horizon
PB Brake cylinder pressure of each wheel
t Vehicle half track

I. I NTRODUCTION

The authors are with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, KAIST
(Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology), Daejeon 305-701,
Korea (e-mail: mucho@kaist.ac.kr; sbchoi@kaist.ac.kr).

T O COPE with the increased demand for vehicle safety,
various vehicle dynamic control systems have been in-

troduced in the market over the past two decades [1]–[13].
Among these systems, the electronic stability control (ESC)
systems, which stabilize the vehicle yaw motion by actuating
the differential braking, have proved themselves to be one of
the most effective systems for enhancing vehicle safety [14].
Although numerous types of ESCs have been developed by
many researchers [15], [16], these ESC algorithms are most
commonly activated to exert the corrective yaw moment to the
vehicle when excessive differences in the actual and desired
yaw rates or immoderate side slip angles are detected. How-
ever, when excessive side slip angles or excessive differences
in the actual and desired yaw rates are observed, in many
cases, the vehicle has already entered an unstable vehicle state.
Since a vehicle in an unstable state tends to rapidly spin or
bounce out of its desired trajectory, even a short delay in ESC
actuation can result in fatal accidents. In order to overcome
this drawback of the conventional ESCs, several papers in the
literature [17]–[20] have suggested the methods that stabilize
the yaw motion of a vehicle based on the model predictive
control (MPC) scheme, which can predict the near future
using vehicle dynamics models, so that early activations of the
corrective yaw moments to stabilize the vehicle, even when the
vehicle is in a stable vehicle state, are enabled to prevent the
vehicle from entering an unstable state.

Although, the performances of the algorithms in [17]–[20]
are reasonably satisfactory, according to the experimental or
simulation results, several issues that must be considered for
the MPC-based yaw stability control algorithms are not taken
into account in these papers. First, the vehicle prediction
models in MPC must reflect the lagged characteristics of tire
forces. The majority of researches applying MPC to vehicle
yaw stability rely on a bicycle model which is a simplified
two-state vehicle dynamics model in predicting the future
behavior of a vehicle. However, the bicycle model does not
describe the lagged characteristics of lateral tire forces. Since
the prediction time of the MPC formulation for vehicle yaw
stability control is typically 0.1-0.3 s [17], [20] while the
time constant for the lagged dynamics of lateral tire force
can be up to 0.15 s, the prediction model for MPC for vehicle
yaw stability control must reflect the lagged characteristics of
the tire forces. Second, the MPC-based yaw stability control
algorithms cause a significant computational burden in finding
the optimal solutions of the MPC formulations which is
the biggest obstacle that prevents MPC-based vehicle yaw
stability control algorithms from being applied to commer-
cial vehicles. This computational burden primarily originates
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from the nonlinearities of the vehicle models and inequality
constraints to restrain the state of the vehicle model within
certain bounds in the MPC problem. Considering these issues,
in this manuscript, the bicycle model with lagged tire forces is
developed for use in the prediction model of MPC to reflect the
lagged characteristics of tire forces for better description of the
vehicle behavior. The nonlinear characteristics of tire forces,
such as the friction ellipse effect or the tire force saturation,
are taken into account by linearizing the tire forces about their
operating points in order to reduce the computational burden
when processing the complicated nonlinear tire model. In order
to remove the inequality constraints for the state of the bicycle
model, the MPC is designed to control the vehicle to follow
the desired states instead of restraining them using inequality
constraints. This paper is organised as follows: The overall
structure of the MPC-based ESC algorithm is illustrated in
Section II. The vehicle models used for the MPC formulation
are introduced in Section III. The method of generating desired
states and inputs is developed in Section IV. In Section V, the
supervisory controller that generates the required corrective
yaw moment to control the vehicle is presented with the MPC
formulation and its closed form solution. In Section VI, the
coordinator that minimizes the required absolute values of the
brake forces to recreate the corrective yaw moment from the
supervisor to apply to the vehicle is developed. The suggested
algorithm is analyzed and verified using the vehicle dynamics
software CarSim in Section VII. Concluding remarks are given
in Section VIII.

II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

In this section, the control structure and its intrinsic modular
structure used to stabilize the vehicle lateral dynamics are pre-
sented. Figure 1 illustrates the main controller that consists of
the supervisor and coordinator, the required sensor signals, and
the estimators. Utilizing the readily available sensor signals in
commercial vehicles includingδ f , wheel speeds(ωi), engine
torque (Te), brake pressures(Pb,i), longitudinal acceleration
(ax), lateral acceleration(ay), and r, the estimators calculate
the values ofvx, vy, Fx,i , Fy f , Fyr, andFz,i where i = 1,2,3,4
which correspond to the left-front, right-front, left-rear, and
right-rear wheels, respectively. The estimated values are sent
to the tire parameter identifier and the supervisor. In the tire
parameter identifier, the values ofCx, Cα , andμ are estimated
using the estimated vehicle speeds and tire forces using the
linearized recursive least squares method. The supervisor col-
lects the information about the vehicle state and tire parameters
and then generates theMz to be exerted on the vehicle. After
receiving Mz from the supervisor, the coordinator calculates
the minimum requiredPB,i to recreateMz and apply it to each
wheel. The estimator forvx andvy is based on the combination
of a bicycle model and a kinematic model which is a multiple-
observer system that computes the weighted sum estimation.
The estimator forCx, Cα , andμ utilize the linearized recursive
least squares method to identify these values in real time. For
more details about the used estimators and the tire parameter
identifier, refer to [21] and [22], respectively.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the ESC based on MPC

Fig. 2. Schematic of vehicle lateral dynamic model.

III. V EHICLE MODELS

To operate the supervisor with the MPC scheme, two linear
vehicle models are required: the linear bicycle model to
generate the desired yaw rate and the bicycle model based
on linearized tire forces to predict the future vehicle behavior.
These two vehicle models that are integrated with the dynamic
tire model [23] are developed to take the lagged characteristics
of the tire forces into account.

A. Bicycle Model with Lagged Tire Forces

The bicycle model is a dynamic model based on the vehicle
lateral dynamics as shown in Fig. 2. The equations of motion
for the vehicle lateral dynamics are as follows:

mvx(β̇ + r) = Fy f +Fyr, (1)

Izṙ = l f Fy f − lrFyr +Mz, (2)

where the lateral front and rear tire forces are simplified with
the linear tire models as follows:

Fy f = Cf α f , (3)

Fyr = Crαr , (4)

where

α f = δ f −

(

β +
l f ∙ r
vx

)

, (5)

αr = −β +
lr ∙ r
vx

. (6)
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In (5) and (6),α f andαr are the slip angles of the front and
rear tires, respectively.vx is assumed to be constant for a short
period time.

The dynamic tire model developed in [23] can be described
as follows:

τlagḞyf lag +Fyf lag = Fy f , (7)

τlagḞyr lag +Fyr lag = Fyr, (8)

where Fyf lag and Fyr lag are the lagged lateral tire force of
the front and rear tires, respectively.τlag is the relaxation time
constant defined as:

τlag =
Cα

Kevx
(9)

where Ke is the equivalent tire lateral stiffness. Using the
lagged tire forces (7) and (8), (1) and (2) can be rewritten
as follows:

mvx(β̇ + r) = Fyf lag +Fyr lag, (10)

Izṙ = l f Fyf lag− lrFyr lag +Mz. (11)

By augmenting (7)-(11), a vehicle model including the dy-
namic tire model can be obtained in a state-space form as
follows:

ẋ = Ax+Bδ δ f +BMMz, (12)

where

x =
[
β β̇ r ṙ

]T
(13)

A =









0 1 0 0

−
Cf +Cr
τlagmvx

− 1
τlag

(
Cr lr−Cf l f

τlagmvx2 − 1
τlag

)
−1

0 0 0 1
Cr lr−Cf l f

τlagIz
0 −

Cf l2f +Cr l2r
τlagIzvx

− 1
τlag









,

Bδ =








0
Cf

τlagmvx
0

Cf l f
τlagIz








BM =







0
0
0
1

τlagIz





 .

B. Tire Model

The bicycle model with the lagged tire forces in (12) can
accurately describe the vehicle lateral motion only when the
lateral tire forces exhibit linear characteristics as expressed
in (3) and (4). However, ESCs are often activated when the
generated tire forces exhibit the nonlinear characteristics, such
as the friction ellipse effect or the tire force saturation, since
vehicles tend to be unstable when the generated tire forces
are close to their frictional limits. Therefore, the following
longitudinal and lateral combined brushed tire model [23], [24]
that can adequately describe the tires’ nonlinear characteristics
was adopted in the design of the supervisor controller.

Fx,i =
Cx

(
κi

1+κi

)

fi
Fi , (14)

Fy,i = −
Cα

(
tanαi
1+κi

)

fi
Fi , (15)

where

Fi =

{
fi − 1

3μFz,i
f 2
i + 1

27μ2F2
z,i

f 3
i if fi ≤ 3μFz,i

μFz,i else

fi =

√

C2
x

(
κi

1+κi

)2

+C2
α

(
tanαi

1+κi

)2

κi =
re,iωi −vxt,i

vxt,i
, (16)







α1

α2

α3

α4





=







δ f

δ f

0
0





− tan−1









vy+l f r
vx

vy+l f r
vx

vy−lr r
vx

vy−lr r
vx









. (17)

In (14) and (15),κi andαi denote the slip ratio and slip angle
of ith wheel as defined in (16) and (17) respectively,ωi is the
wheel speed, andvt,i is the speed of the vehicle at the tire
position. In [22], the plots of the interactions ofFx’s andFy’s
along with α ’s at different fixedκ ’s and μ ’s with constant
Fz’s using (14) and (15) are presented.

C. Bicycle Model with Linearized Tire Forces

Using the method presented in [22], the values ofCx,
Cα , and μ are identified and updated at every time step to
reflect the change in the surface conditions and the nonlinear
characteristics of the tires in operating the suggested controller.
Once these values are determined, it is possible to plot a
lateral tire force curve along withα by maintaining the other
variables, such asFz and κ, constants. By differentiating the
lateral tire force curves with respect to the currentα, Cf 0,
and Cr0 can be obtained. UsingCf 0 or Cr0 and the current
operating points, the first degree polynomials of theα ’s are
expressed as follows:

Fy f = Cf 0α f +Fy f0, (18)

Fyr = Cr0αr +Fyr0. (19)

In (18) and (19),Cf 0 andCr0 represent the local slopes of the
lateral tire force curves at the currentα ’s while Fy f0 andFyr0

indicate the residual tire forces that areFy-intercepts of the
first degree polynomials as shown in Fig. 3b. Since the shapes
of the tire force curves from the tire model (14) and (15) vary
depending on the values of not only the tire parameters but
also Fz and κ as shown in [22], the nonlinear characteristics
of the tire forces such as the tire force saturation and friction
ellipse effect are taken into account by locally linearizing the
lateral tire force curve at the currently operating point.

Instead of (3) and (4), (18) and (19) are substituted into (7)
and (8). Due to the additional terms,Fy f0 andFr0 in (18) and
(19), the extra term,Eadd is created in the following linear
vehicle model in a state-space form:

ẋ = Ax+Bδ δ f +BMMz+Eadd, (20)
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Fig. 3. Lateral tire forces: (a) Linearization for vehicle modeling. (b) Front
axle of Understeering vehicle. (c) Rear axle of Understeering vehicle.

where

A =









0 1 0 0

−
Cf 0+Cr0
τlagmvx

− 1
τlag

(
Cr0lr−Cf 0l f

τlagmv2x
− 1

τlag

)
−1

0 0 0 1
Cr0lr−Cf 0l f

τlagIz
0 −

Cf 0l2f +Cr0l2r
τlagIzvx

− 1
τlag









Bδ =








0
Cf 0

τlagmvx
0

Cf 0l f
τlagIz








BM =







0
0
0
1

τlagIz





 Eadd =









0
F0 f +F0r
τlagmvx

0
l f F0 f −lr F0r

τlagIz









.

IV. GENERATION OFDESIREDSTATES AND INPUTS

A. Generation of Desired Yaw Rates

In order to control the vehicle as the driver intended, the
desired yaw rates that can be references for the vehicle to
follow are required. TheN number of desired yaw rates are
generated using the bicycle model (12) by holding the current
driver’s steering input and the longitudinal velocity for the
prediction time. However, since the bicycle model (12) does

not reflect the frictional limits of the tire forces, the absolute
values of the desired yaw rates need to be truncated using
appropriate upper bounds. The absolute values of the desired
yaw rates have to satisfy the following inequality condition:

∣
∣rd,n

∣
∣≤

∣
∣
∣
∣
(Fyf max+Fyr max)

mvx

∣
∣
∣
∣ , (21)

whererd,n denotes the desired yaw rate at thenth time step;
Fyf max and Fyr max represent the maximum lateral front and
rear axle forces, respectively.Fyf max and Fyr max can be
obtained using the tire model (14) and (15). SinceFyf max

andFyr max vary along withμ andκi , rd,n can be adequately
constrained based on the surface condition and the friction
ellipse effect.

B. Generation of Desired Side Slip Angles

The majority of ESCs is activated to restrain excessiveβ
of a vehicle in a passive manner. Typically, ESCs are initiated
to restrict β when its value exceeds approximately 5◦ [16].
However, to make full use of the tire forces to their frictional
limits while turning, an appropriate value ofβ is required to
generate the lateral tire forces to turn the vehicle as the driver
intended sinceαi ’s are functions of several variables including
β . When the ESCs work to merely decrease the value ofβ
when an immoderateβ is detected, significant deteriorations
of overall performances of ESCs are expected.

In order to avoid this problem, in this paper, the suggested
ESC algorithm is designed to control the vehicle to track not
only rd but also the desired side slip angle,βd to reflect
the driver’s intention on the control of the vehicle, while
maintaining the stability of the vehicle in a turn. To illustrate
the procedure of generatingβd, a vehicle in an understeered
turn is taken as an example.

When a vehicle understeers, since the front lateral tire forces
saturate first, an additionalα f followed by a largerδ f from
the driver does not provide any larger lateral tire forces than
Fyf max. Consequently, at this state that is represented by the
dotted line in Fig. 3b, the absolute value of the yaw rate does
not increase since no additional corrective yaw moment, which
is a function of the additional lateral tire force, is created along
with the increasing steering input. However,Fyr is not yet fully
saturated as shown in Fig. 3c with the dotted line. Since the
sum of the front and rear lateral tire forces have to be equal
to the centrifugal force that is exerted on the turning vehicle
in the steady state with givenr and vx, the maximumr of
the turning vehicle at a givenvx can increase by enlarging the
value of the unsaturatedFyr. The unsaturatedFyr can increase
as the absolute value ofαr , which is a function ofβ , grows.
Accordingly, the value of the desired side slip angle,βd is
determined to increaseFyr to Fyr re which is defined as follows:

Fyr re = mvxrd −Fyf max, (22)

where mvxrd is assumed to be the centrifugal force that is
exerted on the vehicle in a turn withrd andvx.

Using the tire model (14) and (15), the desired rear tire slip
angle,αr,d which corresponds withFy re can be obtained.βd

can be easily acquired rearranging (6) with the givenFy re.
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Because bothα f and αr grow simultaneously along with an
increasingβ as expressed in (5) and (6),α f also moves to the
front desired tire slip angle,α f ,d indicated by the solid red
lines in Fig. 3(b). The corrective yaw moment to be exerted
on the vehicle is calculated to trackβd and rd. As N number
of rd are calculated in the previous subsection,N number of
βd are also generated. To obtainβd, when a vehicle oversteers,
(22) can be replaced by the following equation:

Fyf re = mvxrd −Fyr max. (23)

After then, the same procedure to obtainβd when the vehicle
understeers can be carried out by switchingαr,d to α f ,d.

C. Generation of Desired Corrective Yaw Moment

In the procedure of determiningβd, although Fy∗ re is
obtained to balance the centrifugal force and the lateral tire
forces, the moment balance of the vehicle in a steady state
turn is not maintained. In order to secure the moment balance
of the vehicle, by letting ˙r = 0 in (2), the desired corrective
yaw moment,Mz d is acquired as follows:

Understeering: Mz d = −l f Fy f + lrFyr re,

Oversteering: Mz d = −l f Fyf re + lrFyr.

V. MPC FOR SUPERVISOR

In the previous sections, the bicycle models and the desired
states for the vehicle to follow are suggested. In this section,
the MPC scheme that can provide the optimal corrective yaw
moment to be applied to the vehicle to track the desired state
is described.

A. MPC Formulation

A model predictive controller finds a set of optimal inputs,
that minimize the cost function while satisfying the input
constraints over a specified prediction time horizon and it
applies only the first input in the sequence of the optimal
inputs to the system at each time step. First, in order to form
an MPC problem, the bicycle model with linearized tire forces
(20) was discretized using zero-order hold as follows:

xk+1 = Akxk +BM,kuk +Ek, (24)

where

Ek = Bδ ,kδ f +Eadd,k, uk = Mz,k.

The subscriptk denotes that the corresponding discretized
matrices are at thekth step in discrete time. The terms inEk,
including δ f , are set to be constants while developing (24)
for the prediction time span. The cost function of MPC with
equality constraints in quadratic form is defined as follows:

J(x(0),U) =
N−1
∑

k=0
(xk−xd,k)′Q(xk−xd,k) ∙ ∙ ∙

+(uk−ud,k)′R(uk−ud,k)+(xN −xN,k)′P(xN −xN,k)
(25)

subj. to xk+1 = Akxk +BM,kuk +Ek, (26)

where
U = [u0, ...uN−1]

′

with Q, P, and R which are the weighting matrices with
corresponding dimensions.xd andud refer to the desired state
and corrective yaw moment, respectively.

B. Closed Form Solution for MPC

Since the bicycle model (12) with the linearized tire model
is linear and the inequality constraints in the quadratic cost
function (25) are omitted, the closed form solution of the MPC
problem can be acquired without using numerical solvers when
the MPC controller is designed for the vehicle to follow the
desired states with the desired inputs. The terms with constant
values, which do not affect the value of the optimal solution,
can be removed from (25) and it can be rewritten as follows:

J(x(0),U) =
N−1
∑

k=0
xk

′Qxk−2xd,k
′Qxk ∙ ∙ ∙

+uk
′Ruk−2ud,k

′Ruk +xN
′PxN −2xd,N

′PxN.
(27)

The equality constraints in (26) can be explicitly rewritten
with all future states,x1,x2, . . .xN and the future inputs,
u0,u1, . . .uN−1:










x(0)
x1
...
...

xN











︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

=











I
Al k

...

...
Al k

N











︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sx

x(0) ∙ ∙ ∙

+











0 . . . . . . 0
BB k 0 . . . 0

Al kBB k
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Al k
N−1BB k . . . . . . BB k











︸ ︷︷ ︸
Su









u0
...
...

uN−1









︸ ︷︷ ︸
U

∙ ∙ ∙+










0
Ek

Al kEk +Ek
...

Al k
N−1Ek + . . .+Ek










︸ ︷︷ ︸
Se

(28)

Since all future states are explicit functions of the present
state(x(0)) and the future and current inputs(u0,u1, . . .uN−1),
(28) can be expressed as follows in a compact form:

X = Sxx(0)+SuU +Se. (29)

Using X as shown in (28), the cost function (27) can be
rewritten as follows:

J(x(0),U) = X′Q̄X+U ′R̄U+TX+Tu, (30)

where

R̄ = blockdiag{R, . . . ,R},

Q̄ = blockdiag{Q, . . . ,Q,P},

T = −2X′
dQ̄,

Tu = −2U ′
dR̄,
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with

Xd = [xd,0, . . .xd,N]′,

Ud = [ud,0, . . .ud,N−1]
′,

By substituting (29) into (30), the cost function (30) can be
rewritten as follows:

J(x(0),U) = (Sxx(0)+SuU +Se)′Q̄(Sxx(0)+SuU +Se)
∙ ∙ ∙+U ′R̄U+T(Sxx(0)+SuU +Se)+Tu.

(31)

By dropping the terms with constant values and rearranging,
the cost function (31) can be modified:

J(x(0),U) = U ′(Su′Q̄Su + R̄)U ∙ ∙ ∙
+[2x′(0)(Sx′Q̄Su)+2Se′Q̄Su +TSu +Tu]U

(32)

Since (32) has the form of a positive definite quadratic
function, its minimum can easily be obtained by differentiating
(32) with respect toU and findingU∗ that sets it to zero. The
optimal inputsU∗ with the given desired states are obtained:

U∗(x(0),T,Tu) = −1
2(Su′Q̄Su + R̄)−1[2x′(0)(Sx′Q̄Su) ∙ ∙ ∙

+2Se′Q̄Su +TSu +Tu]′.
(33)

The MPC scheme finds the optimal solution(U∗) at each
time step. However, only the current step input is utilized and
the remaining future inputs are discarded. The corrective yaw
moment is applied to the vehicle by allocating differential
brake forces to the wheels. The method of allocating differ-
ential brake forces for the given corrective yaw moment is
introduced in the next section.

VI. COORDINATOR FOROPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION OF

BRAKE FORCES

The supervisor controller presented in the previous section
generates the corrective yaw moment(Mz), to stabilize the
vehicle at each time step. The corrective yaw moment can be
exerted on the vehicle by applying the differential brake forces.
In this section, the coordinator that determines the minimum
required brake forces and which wheel should apply the brake
forces is developed. Fig. 4 shows the examples of two different
cases exerting positive yaw moments on the vehicle in a right
turn by applying brake forces on the front left wheel and rear
left wheel. When applying a brake force on the front left
wheel as seen in Fig. 4a, the lateral force decreases along
with an increased longitudinal force due to the friction ellipse
effect seen in [22]. The decreased lateral force multiplied by
sinδ f ∙ l f is added to the resultant corrective yaw moment.
In contrast, when applying the brake force on the rear left
wheel, the decreased lateral force multiplied bylr due to the
increased longitudinal force is subtracted from the the resultant
corrective yaw moment as shown in Fig. 4b. The plots of
the amounts of the resultant corrective yaw moments along
with increasing slip ratios of the front and the rear wheels are
presented in Fig. 4. The values of the corrective yaw moments
can be expressed as follows:

Mz f = sinδ f ∙ l f ∙ΔFy f +cosδ f ∙ t ∙ΔFx f , (34)

Mzr = t ∙ΔFxr − lr ∙ΔFyr, (35)

whereMz f andMzr denote the corrective yaw moments applied
by the front and rear wheels respectively.ΔFx∗ and ΔFy∗ are

Fig. 4. Comparison of the resultant corrective yaw moment when applying
brake forces: (a) on the front left wheel and (b) on the rear left wheel.

the amounts of changes in the longitudinal force and lateral
force, respectively, caused by applying brake forces on the
front or rear wheel, respectively.ΔFy∗ at the givenαi with
the varyingκi can be obtained using the tire model (14) and
(15). To optimally distribute the brake forces, the following
cost function is defined:

JM(ΔFx f ,ΔFxr) = |ΔFx f |+ |ΔFxr|, (36)

subj. to Mz = Mz f +Mzr. (37)

Newton-Raphson method finds the optimal solution(ΔFx f
∗

andΔFxr
∗) that minimizes the cost function(JM) in (36) while

satisfying the equality constraint (37) at every time step. The
values of brake pressure that can generateΔFx f

∗ andΔFxr
∗ at

a given state are calculated using the following equations:

PB∗ =
ΔFx∗

∗

KB∗
, (38)

wherePB∗ andKB∗ denote the required cylinder brake pressure
and brake gain of the corresponding wheel, respectively.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSUION

The performance of the proposed MPC-based ESC algo-
rithm was evaluated by simulations using the D-class sedan
model in the CarSim software. In order to verify its ef-
fectiveness, the suggested algorithm was compared with a
conventional ESC algorithm based on an ordinary MPC in
the simulation environments with low-μ and high-μ surfaces.
The ordinary MPC based on the typical bicycle model (1)
and (2), which do not consider lagged tire force dynamics,
was formulated for the conventional algorithm to follow the
reference yaw rates without constraints for the side slip angle.
Furthermore, simulations using only lagged tire forces orβd

were also performed to independently verify their effective-
ness. The values of the parameters for the simulation are
presented in Table I.ts is the size of the time step for running
the controller.tp is the size of the time step for the prediction
model (24). The prediction time can betp ∙N.
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Fig. 5. Vehicle maneuvers: (a) On a high-μ surface (μ = 0.85) (b) On a low-μ surface (μ = 0.3).

TABLE I
PARAMETERS FORSIMULATION

Parameter Value Parameter Value

N 8 Q diag{1,0,7,0} ∙109

ts [sec] 0.02 R 1
tp [sec] 0.03 P diag{1,0,7,0} ∙109

A. Simulation on a High-μ Surface

In the first simulation whose maneuvers and results are
presented in Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a, respectively, the verification
of the suggested MPC-based ESC algorithm was carried out in
the simulation environment on a high-μ surface withμ = 0.85.
The brake was applied by the driver at approximatelyt = 4
s during turning to spin the vehicle out to recreate a harsh
simulation scenario. As shown in Fig. 6a, since the brake
was applied when the vehicle was at the limit of handling,
the vehicle spins out when no control action was taken. The
conventional ESC algorithm based on ordinary MPC could
keep the vehicle from bouncing out fromrd. However, the
immoderate deviation ofr from rd was detected compared
with that of the suggested algorithm. Despite the values of
the integrations ofMz

′s over the simulation time, which cor-
respond to the lost kinetic energy during the brake actuation of
the vehicle, for the conventional and suggested methods being
almost identical, the value ofβ for the conventional method
was significantly lager compared with that of the suggested
method since early actuation of the differential braking was

enabled with the suggested method to trackβd.
In order to validate the effectiveness of the suggested

method on a low-μ surface, a simulation with the maneuver
shown in Fig. 5b was performed on a low-μ surface with
μ = 0.3. As in the first simulation on a high-μ surface, the
brake was applied at approximatelyt = 4 s during the slalom
maneuvering. As shown in Fig. 6b, when any control action
was not taken by the ESC system, the vehicle understeered
and an excessiveβ was observed. Although the understeer is
corrected using the conventional method, still the deviation of
r from rd is detected with the excessiveβ . In contrast, the
suggested method minimized the deviation ofr from rd while
maintaining the value ofβ near the value ofβd. The better
performance of the suggested method was achieved even with
the smaller absolute value ofMz.

B. Analysis of the Effectiveness of Applyingβd or Lagged Tire
Forces

The previous simulations were performed by applying both
βd and lagged tire forces to demonstrate the superiority of
the suggested algorithm by maximizing the performance of
the MPC controller. In this subsection, two simulations were
conducted on a high-μ surface. The first simulation was
conducted with the bicycle model reflecting the lagged tire
forces but withoutβd. In contrast, the controller in the second
simulation was set to followβd without including the lagged
tire forces in the bicycle model. The vehicle maneuvers and
results of the first simulation are presented in Fig. 7a and
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Fig. 6. Simulation results: (a) On a high-μ surface (μ = 0.85) (b) On a low-μ surface (μ = 0.3).

Fig. 7c, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7c, thanks to the more
accurate prediction of the vehicle behavior from the bicycle
model including the lagged tire forces, the earlier actuation
could be enabled. As a result, when applying the lagged
tire force in the prediction model, the MPC controller could
stabilize the vehicle with a smaller value of the maximum
corrective yaw moment. It was also verified that applying an
adequate corrective yaw moment at a proper time to followrd

reduces the maximum value ofβ during the vehicle maneuver.

In the second simulation, whose maneuvers and results are
presented in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7d, respectively, it was proven
that setting the MPC controller to follow not onlyrd but also
βd is advantageous in stabilizing the vehicle lateral motion.
Even without reflecting the lagged tire forces in the prediction
model of the MPC controller, trackingβd to generate appropri-
ate lateral tire forces is beneficial in controlling the vehicle to
follow rd. At the same time, the maximum value ofβ during
the vehicle maneuver was also minimized compared with when
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Fig. 7. Simulation analysis: (a) Maneuver for verification of reflecting lags of tire forces. (b) Maneuver for verification of trackingβd. (c) Comparison of
with and without reflecting the lags of tire forces. (d) Comparison of with and without trackingβd.

the case thatβd was not applied. Furthermore, when applying
βd, the maximum value of the corrective yaw moment applied
to the vehicle was slightly smaller.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

A novel method of ESC based on MPC was developed
and investigated in the CarSim simulation environment. The
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proposed algorithm distinguishes itself from the previously
reported methods by the following features: (1) it can reflect
the lagged characteristics of lateral tire forces on the prediction
model in the MPC formulation to better predict vehicle behav-
ior; (2) it generates the desired values of side slip angle and
corrective yaw moment to maintain the vehicle yaw stability
while driving the vehicle as the driver intended; (3) a closed
form solution for the MPC problem with the desired state and
inputs was obtained without requiring iterations of numeric
solvers; (4) it optimally allocates the brake forces considering
the friction ellipse effect with the current vehicle state and
vertical loads. The simulation results of the suggested MPC-
based ESC demonstrate that the suggested method can control
the vehicle to track the desired states with minimum control
inputs both on a high-μ and low-μ surfaces.
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